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SHIP APPLICATIONS
There are many applications for laser measurement at a shipyard, such as when build-
ing new ships, repairing damaged ones and for regular maintenance.

• Alignment between propeller shaft and gearbox
• Alignment of bearing journals in relation to stern tube
• Stern tube measurement
• Measuring the flatness of a slewing ring bearing

       

. 
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ENGINE TO GEAR 

Preparations
If the gearbox is your best reference, mount the laser transmitter on the gear flange and 
point the laser beam backwards.

1. Select  and  to open the Hori-
zontal program.

2. Select “Custom” if you want to select ma-
chine types. 

3. Use navigation buttons up and down to find 
the machine you want. You can also define as 
many feet pairs as you need on the machines.

4. Press . The next machine becomes active.
When you are done, select  to continue to 
Enter distance view. 

Enter distances
Confirm each distance with . 

3

3

5

2

7

1

6

Adjusting the diesel engine

1

3

4

5

2

6

7

Distance between first and second feet pair.  
Optional, select  to activate field.

Distance between second feet pair and S-unit.  
Optional, select  to activate field.

Distance between S-unit and M-unit. Measure 
between the rods.

Distance between S-unit and centre of coupling.

Distance between M-unit and feet pair one. 

Distance between feet pair one and feet pair two. 

Coupling diameter. Optional, select  to activate 
field.
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ENGINE TO GEAR 

Measure
It is possible to measure with as little as 40º spread between the measurement points. 
However, for an even more accurate result, try to spread the points as much as possi-
ble. The colours indicates where the optimum positions to measure are. 

1. Adjust laser to the centre of the targets. If needed, adjust the units on the rods, 
then use laser adjustments knobs. 

2. Press  to register first position. The first position is automatically set to zero.  
A red marking is displayed. 

3. Turn shafts outside of the red 20º marking.
4. Press  to register second position.
5. Turn shafts outside of the red markings.
6. Press  to register third position. The Result and adjust view displayed. 

Result
Offset, angle and feet values are clearly displayed. Both horizontal and vertical direc-
tion are shown live, which makes it easy to adjust the machine. Values within tolerance 
are green. 

Red 20º marking

Green indicates best 
measurement position

Edge warning

S-unit

Detector values

Laser point

Angle warning. Shown if the angle between M and S is 
greater than 2 degrees.

Edge warning
When the laser beam is 
close to the edge, the edge 
is “lit up” as a warning. It 
is not possible to register 
values when you see the 
edge warning.

Feet values.  
Yellow frame indicates live values.

Vertical offset and angle

Add shims

Remove shims

Horizontal offset and angle
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DIESEL ENGINE
You can measure the crankshaft and 
camshaft bearings. We recommend 
to register two measuring points 
in each bearing pocket to show the 
angle of the bearings to the centre 
line. 

Preparations
When measuring bores, there are three programs you can choose from. 

Half circle: Values are registered at three positions in a half bore. Used for 
turbines for example.

Fourpoints: Values are registered at four positions in a full bore.

Multipoint: Values are registered at three or more points at optional posi-
tions. Used in both half and full bores.

For a full description of the measurement programs, please see the manual.

Detector E9 mounted on a cam shaft bracket
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DIESEL ENGINE

Bores
Set up laser beam

1. Place the laser transmitter on the bearing pocket flange. 
2. Mount the detector (E9 or E7) on the bracket.

3.  Select  and  to start program Half circle. 

4. Select  and  to open the target. 
5. Adjust laser point to the centre of the target.
6. Place the detector on the first position, close to the laser transmitter. 
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the detector 180º. 
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the hub. 
11. Move the detector to the second position, far away from the laser transmitter.
12. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
13. Rotate the detector 180º. 
14. Select  to half the displayed value.
15. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the laser. 
16. Adjust both first and second position to within 0.1mm.

The values displayed in the target are raw values. When you measure, calculated val-
ues are used. Calculated values are based on the distance from first measurement point 
and selected reference points.

Set tolerance
Select  to set tolerances. Typical tolerance for diesel engines is 0.04mm. Be-
tween two bearings, a typical tolerance is 0.02mm. 

Enter distances
Select  to open the Distance view. This is an easy way to fill in many distances.  

1. Enter number of measuring points. Press OK. 
• Select if the points are evenly placed or not. Use navigation buttons left and right. 

If set to <YES>, you are prompted to fill in the distance between point 1 and 2. 
• If set to <No>, fill in each distance in the table. 
2. Select  to save changes and return to Measuring table view. 

For bigger bores
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DIESEL ENGINE

Measure

Result
The result can be displayed as graph, table or a 3D view. By default the table view is 
displayed. The function buttons are almost the same for all three views. Zoom is only 
available in Graph view. Below an example from a pdf-report. 

Measurement table view
Select which position to measure. The table shows the 
calculated values for all measured positions.

Measurement position view
Measure points for selected position

Adjustment view
Adjust position. When you have 
adjusted a position, you need 
to remeasure it. 

Adjustment ready

Two reference points set
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DIESEL ENGINE

Flatness
Preparations

1. Mount the laser transmitter on the table.
2. Mount the detector close to the transmitter on the table (1).

3. Select  to open the program Flatness and 
enter distances.

4. Select  to open the target.
5. Select  to zero set the value. This is now ref-

erence point number one.
6. Move the detector to reference point number two (2).
7. Adjust the laser beam by using the screw (A) on the 

tilt table. Level to ± 0.1 mm. 
8. Move the detector to reference point number three (3).
9. Adjust the laser beam by using the screw (B) on the tilt table. Level to ± 0.1 mm.

Repeat procedure until you have all three reference points within ± 0.1 mm.

Enter distances
Up to 500 measurement points can be handled. 

2

3

Three reference points

B
1

A

Distance between first and 
last point on X-axis

Number of points on X-axis

Distance between first and 
last point on Y-axis

Number of points on Y-axis

Straightness and flatness on 
the diesel engine block
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DIESEL ENGINE

Measure
Press  to register values. It is possible to measure the points in any order. First mea-
sured point is set as reference point. When you have measured all points, the Result 
view is displayed.  

Result
The result can be displayed as a result grid, table or a 3D view. 

First point automatically 
becomes reference point. 

Selected point. 

Current value. 

Physical coordinates of 
selected point.

Reference point

Use numerical buttons to rotate the image. 

Red = values not within tolerance
Green = values within tolerance
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Preparations
When measuring propeller drive line bearings, there are three programs you can 
choose from. 

Half circle: Values are registered at three positions in a half bore. Used for 
turbines for example.

Fourpoints: Values are registered at four positions in a full bore.

Multipoint: Values are registered at three or more points at optional posi-
tions. Used in both half and full bores.

For a full description of the measurement programs, please see the manual.

Stern tube bearingPropeller BearingsMain shaft Main reduction gearThrust bearing  

Setting up the laser beam 
from the sterntube
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Alignment of bearing journals
The alignment of bearing journals in relation to the stern tube (or gearbox) is carried 
out using Linebore equipment, where the laser transmitter is mounted on the axial 
surface at one end of the stern tube (or the gearbox flange) and the 
detector unit is placed in the bearing position. Measurement values 
are recorded in two positions for each bearing position (the detector 
unit is rotated through 180°), the measurement program calculates 
and then displays the position in the vertical and horizontal directions. 

New installation
When doing a new installation, you need to find the two reference 
marks on ship. These are shown on the mechanical drawing. 

1. Find the reference mark number one.
2. Mount a hanging weight from the reference mark use the plumb 

line.
3. Weld a support behind reference mark one. 
4. Mount the D75 laser on the support, approx. 220 mm from the ground. 
5. Find reference point number two. 
6. Mount a E9 detector on reference point number two.
7. Set the rear and the front references within 1-2 mm.

Now you can remove your equipment every day when you leave and set it up the next 
day, finding the two reference points again. 

8. Install the stern tube according to the reference line.
9. Install the other bearings according to the reference line.

Detector E9 mounted on a  
cam shaft bracket

Support 

Reference mark one

Hanging weight

Reference mark two, 
inside the body of the 
ship.
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Stern tube as reference
Preparations
Set up the laser beam to the centre of the sterntube at both ends. 

1. Place the laser transmitter on the stern tube flange.
2. Mount the detector (E9 or E7) on the bracket.

3.  Select  and  to start program Straightness Half.

4. Select  and  to open the target. 
5. Adjust laser point to the centre of the target.
6. Place the detector on position 1, see image. 
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the detector 180º.  
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust both H and V offset value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the hub. 
11. Move the detector to position 2, see image.
12. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
13. Rotate the detector 180º.
14. Select  to half the displayed value.
15. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the laser. 

Measure
Measure all six positions.

D75 mounted on sterntube 

1 2 3 4 
5 6 

Measurement points (1-6)

Sterntube is reference
Bearing A

Bearing B
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Gear box as reference
Preparations
Set up the laser beam

1. Place the laser transmitter on the gear flange. 
2. Mount the detector (E9 or E7) on the bracket.

3. Select  and  to start program Straightness Half.

4. Select  and  to open the target. 
5. Adjust laser point to the centre of the target.
6. Place the detector on position 1, place the detector with bracket close to the laser 

transmitter.  
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the gear 180º. 
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the hub. 
11. Make a mark on a piece of paper where the laser beam hit on position 2.
12. Rotate the gear 180º and make a new mark.
13. Make a mark in the middle of the two marks. Adjust the laser beam to the middle 

mark.  
14. Move the detector to position 2.
15. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
16. Rotate the detector 180º. 
17. Select  to half the displayed value.
18. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the laser. 

Place the detector with bracket on a box of some kind.

1 

2 

3 
4 

Laser transmitter D75 on gearbox

Measurement points (1-4)
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Measure
Take readings on positions 3 and 4 (the stern tube or other bearings) and adjust to your 
reference laser beam, or just show the results. 

Result
Your results without reference points will tell the position of your bearing centre com-
pared to the gearbox pointing direction.

Detector E9 mounted on a  
cam shaft bracket

The magnetic feet holds the bracket per-
fectly in any position around the bore

No reference points are set.
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Cutless bearings
Preparations
Make a bracket of a plastic tube 0.1mm smaller in diameter than the 
bearing. Place the bracket in the bearing. If necessary, use soap to lubri-
cate the bracket.  

1. Place the laser transmitter on the gear flange. 
2. Mount the detector (E9 or E7) on the bracket.

3. Select  and  to start program Straightness Four-
points.

4. Select  and  to open the target. 
5. Adjust laser point to the centre of the target.
6. Place the detector close to the laser transmitter. 
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the gear 180º. 
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the hub. 
11. Make a mark on a piece of paper where the laser beam hit on position 2.
12. Rotate the gear 180º and make a new mark.
13. Make a mark in the middle of the two marks. Adjust the laser beam to the middle 

mark.  
14. Move the detector close to the cutless bearing.
15. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
16. Rotate the detector 180º. 
17. Select  to half the displayed value.
18. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the laser. 

Now you have a good laser reference line from the rotation centre of the gear, giving 
your pointing direction of the same.

1 
2 

Detector E7 mounted on plastic bracket

Plastic bracket 0.1 mm smaller than bearing
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PROPELLER DRIVE LINE

Measure

Measurement table view
Select which position to measure. The table shows the 
calculated values for all measured positions.

Measurement position view
Measure points for selected position Measure next position 

Adjustment view
Adjust position. When you have 
adjusted a position, you need 
to remeasure it. 

Adjustment ready
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CRANE FLANGES SLEWING BEARING 
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CRANE FLANGES  
SLEWING BEARING

Preparations
Point one

1. Place the laser transmitter (D22 or D23) 
on the flange. Notice the direction, see 
image. 

2. Place the detector close to the transmitter. 
3. Make a mark to mark out the position of 

the detector. 
4. Adjust the detector or target until the 

laser beam hits the centre. 
5. If you use a measurement program, select 

 to zero set point number one. 

Point two
6. Move the detector to point number two, 

see image. 
7. Adjust the laser beam by turning the 

screw on the transmitter’s tilt table. Level 
to ± 0.05 mm or better.

Point three
8. Move the detector to point number three, 

see image. 
9. Adjust the laser beam by turning the 

screw on the transmitter’s tilt table. Level 
to ± 0.05 mm or better.

Repeat procedure until you have all three 
reference points within ± 0.1 mm.

Point number one, 
close to the transmit-
ter. Zero set.

Point number two, 
adjust laser beam. 

Point number 
three, adjust laser 
beam.

Adjust with 
this screw.

Adjust with 
this screw.

90°

90°

Notice the direction and 
location of transmitter.
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CRANE FLANGES SLEWING BEARING 

Enter distances
1. Select  and  to open the Flange flatness program. 
2. Enter distances, confirm with . 
3. Select  to continue to measuring view. 

Measure
1. If you are measuring a flange vertically, secure the laser transmitter with a safety 

strap. (Part no. 12-0554)
2. Press  to register measurement values. Registered points are greyed out. Active 

point is yellow. 

Result

Up to five circles is possible.

6-180 points/circle is possible.

Use Navigation buttons to change measurement 
direction

Enter the diameter of each circle.  
The innermost circle is “A”.

First measurement point

Active point
Measured point
Unmeasured point

Point that has been skipped

First measurement point
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RUDDER
Normally the lower bearing is damaged, so we set up a reference line in the centre of 
the two upper bearings (position one and two).

Preparations
Step one

1. Mount the D25 laser transmitter on the top rudder stock flange.
2. Place the detector in position 1 in the bearing and select  to zero set. 
3. Rotate the detector 180º and select  to half the displayed value.
4. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment screws on the hub.

Step two
1. Place the detector on the flange, on position A and select  to zero set.
2. Move the detector to position B and adjust the tilt table angle to 0.00. 
3. Move the detector to position C and adjust tilt table angle to 0.00.

Repeat step one to make sure you are still in the centre of the bearing. When you are in 
the centre of the bearing and have the beam parallel to the top flange, your reference is 
set.

A 

B 

C 

Reference beam

1 

D25  mounted on a hub

2 

3 
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RUDDER

Measurement and alignment

1. Flip the laser beam to one of your fresh bearing centres. While having the beam 
parallel to the flange and in the centre of one bore, you have an excellent set-up to 
adjust the next bore. 

2. Select  and  to open the Straightness Fourpoints program. See next 
page. 

  

Measurement table view
Select which position to measure. The table shows the 
calculated values for all measured positions.

Measurement position view
Measure points for selected position Measure next position 

Adjustment view
Adjust position. When you have 
adjusted a position, you need 
to remeasure it. 

Adjustment ready
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BORING BAR SET UP

Preparations
Mount the E9 detector with the special adapter in the support bearing.

1. Place the laser transmitter on the bearing pocket flange. 
2. Mount the E9 detector on the cam shaft bracket.

3. Select  and  to start program Straightness Half.

4. Select  and  to open the target. 
5. Adjust laser point to the centre of the target.
6. Place the detector close to the laser transmitter. 
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the detector 180º. 
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment 
screws on the hub. 

11. Move the detector to the second position, far away from the 
laser transmitter.

12. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
13. Rotate the detector 180º. 
14. Select  to half the displayed value.
15. Adjust both H and V value to 0.00 by using the adjustment 

screws on the laser. 
16. Adjust both first and second position to within 0.1mm.

Climax adaptor
We have developed a special adaptor for the Climax machine 2 ¼'' support bearing.  

 

Detector E9 mounted on a cam shaft bracket

Laser transmitter D75 mounted on a hub

1 2 

Detector E9 mounted in a special adaptor. 
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BORING BAR SET UP

Measure
Now the beam is set and you can adjust your boring bar support bearings.

1. Mount the detector in your support bearing. 
2. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
3. Rotate the detector 180º. 
4. Select  to half the displayed value.
5. Adjust the bearing to 0.00, both H and V values.
6. Move the detector to the next support bearing
7. Select  to zero set the displayed value.
8. Rotate the detector 180º. 
9. Select  to half the displayed value.

10. Adjust the bearing to 0.00, both H and V values.
Adjust the support to the centre of the bores and then put the boring bar in.

You can also use one of the programs:

Half circle: Values are registered at three positions anywhere in the bore. 

Fourpoints: Values are registered at four positions in a full bore.

Multipoint: Values are registered at three or more points at optional posi-
tions. Used in both half and full bores.

For a full description of the measurement programs, please see the manual.

Result

Boring bar in position. Ready for machining.

Table view Graph view

Two reference points set
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